PUMP PART NUMBER: 69275
SPECIFICATIONS Wilo Stratos 2 x 3-35
FLANGE SIZE: 2"
PUMP BODY: CAST IRON
HORSEPOWER: 3/4
VOLTAGE: 230V/1PH/60HZ
CURRENT: 2.70 A
MAX. OPERATING TEMPERATURE: 230°F
MAX. WORKING PRESSURE: 145 PSI
OVERALL DIMENSION: 12-7/16"H X 10-1/16"D
FLANGE FACE-TO-FACE: 11"

INTERFACE MODULE PART NUMBER: 69203
SPECIFICATIONS
- COLLECTIVE RUN SIGNAL OUTPUT (SBM) AS A VOLTAGE-FREE, NORMALLY OPEN CONTACTS.

INSTALLATION OPERATING CONDITIONS

BOILER LOOP FLOW

BOILER LOOP ΔT (°F)

BOILER LOOP PRESSURE DROP (FT. HD.)
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